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Abstract
Embedded VLC (Visible Light Communication) has at-

tracted significant research attention in recent years. A reli-
able and robust VLC system can become one of the IoT com-
munication technologies for indoor environment. VLC could
become a wireless technology complementary to existing
RF-based technology but with no RF interference. However,
existing low cost LED based VLC platforms have limited
throughput and reliability. In this work, we introduce Purple
VLC: a new embedded VLC platform that can achieve 100
kbps aggregate throughput at a distance of 6 meters, which
is 6-7x improvement over state-of-the-art. Our design com-
bines I/O offloading in computation, concurrent communi-
cation with polarized light, and full-duplexing to offer more
than 99% link reliability at a distance of 6 meters.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.2.1 [Computer-Communication Networks]: Net-

work Architecture and Design—wireless communication;
C.3 [Computer Systems Organization]: Special-Purpose
and Application-Based System—real-time and embedded
systems

General Terms
Design, Experimentation, Architecture

Keywords
Visible Light Communication, Internet of Things, Wire-

less Platform

1 Introduction
Wireless Communication for IoT covers various tech-

nologies from the radio spectrum to light spectrum. The
introduction of the 802.15.7 standard further lays the foun-
dation of practical visible light communication systems [9].
Current low-end and low-cost VLC systems are limited to
less than one meter communication range [29][18]. This

makes VLC inapplicable for room area IoT networking com-
pared to other wireless technologies. Meanwhile, high end
VLC systems are too costly for general use in IoT devices al-
though they achieve impressive data rates. Researchers have
proposed low-end VLC platforms that can be built using off-
the-shelf components [32], led-to-led communication [24]
and Multi-hop VLC [19]. However, these platforms suffer
from limited communication range in room area as well as
limited data rate for low power and often also suffer from
poor reliability and robustness. Thus, the vision to combine
illumination and communication in a systematic and low-
cost manner is a long way from being realized.

It is important to improve the reliability and speed of low
end VLC in room area so that we can use them in emerging
IoT applications. Making visible light communication reli-
able in room area can provide an alternative option for net-
working the IoT devices in smart homes. Augmenting LEDs
at homes with communication technology and providing reli-
able and robust wireless communication simultaneously will
enable interesting design in illumination and networking in-
frastructure for the homes. In addition, this technology will
provide alternative communication option for devices and
gadgets when existing RF-based wireless faces challenge or
is not available. Thus, the research community is actively
trying to improve the low-end embedded VLC technology
for IoT.

It is challenging to achieve high data rates in embedded
VLC because of hardware limitations and prevalent software
approaches. Highly sensitive photodetectors would improve
the reliability but would be too costly and depending on the
control interface could introduce system complexity. US-
RPs allow fast modulation and demodulation but could be
too costly for inexpensive IoT applications. On standard
IoT platforms, software-based modulation and demodulation
may be too slow. Thus, resource constraints pose tremen-
dous challenge when we try to make low-end VLC systems
fast and robust.

There are two main reasons why previous approaches
have limited performance in low end VLC in terms of
throughput and communication range. First, writing low-
level software for MCU to toggle GPIO pins will not be fast
enough for high data rate communication. MCU-based plat-
forms in Klaver et al.[19] and Schmid et al. [24] are handling
both clock signal generation and data processing task in a
single-core. With this approach, the software cannot gener-



ate tens of kHz GPIO toggling. Second, it is also popular to
use kernel-based GPIO toggling in a single board computer
IoT platform. This approach requires external real-time li-
brary to generate the clock signal in the kernel of the OS.
Meanwhile, the fastest GPIO toggling is also limited to tens
of kHz [4]. Experimental evaluation indicates faster GPIO
toggling from kernel module may trigger kernel oops or even
freeze the OS in [16].

We design and implement Purple : a new embedded VLC
platform based on the same single board computer. Purple
has techniques to significantly boost embedded VLC perfor-
mance in a reliable and robust manner by offloading compu-
tation from the kernel to the coprocessor. We utilize the co-
processor resources that are already present in a widely used
single board computer platform called Beaglebone, which is
cheap, reliable and provides rich peripherals in a single SoC
for better prototyping in the IoT domain.

Purple is an embedded VLC platform built on top of Bea-
glebone. Purple can achieve 100 kbps data rate for room-
area networking in IoT. At a high level, the approach uti-
lizes a multi-processor architecture to speed up embedded
VLC. Purple utilizes hardware resources that were not fully
exploited by previous VLC platforms and uses appropriate
software architecture to exploit the hardware. Specifically, it
combines I/O offloading, adaptive transmission, simultane-
ous dual link communication and full duplexing in a low-cost
and systematic manner.

The full hardware schematics and software for Purple
VLC have been released and are available on github at
https://www.github.com/gnawali/purple.

We make these contributions in this paper:

• We present Purple , a fully open-source embedded VLC
platform that achieves 50 kbps effective throughput at
a distance of up to 6 meters, 99% link reliability under
normal ambient light conditions and 100 kbps aggregate
throughput under full duplexing. This is at least 6-7x
improvement over the state-of-the-art.

• We design, implement, and evaluate three techniques
to improve embedded VLC that utilize modern single
board IoT platforms such as Beaglebone. The tech-
niques are VLC RX/TX IO offloading to PRUs, utiliz-
ing multiple processing/IO elements to drive full duplex
communication channels, and prevent concurrent VLC
channels from interfering with each other by channel
isolation using light polarizers.

• We evaluate the system in both physical and link layer
and provide a full Linux driver/firmware implementa-
tion of our approach. We open source the hardware and
software of Purple platform.

2 Related work
We briefly review work related to reliable and robust vis-

ible light communication.
Low-cost embedded VLC platforms:. Shine [19] is a low
cost VLC platform that can provide a data rate of 1kbps
with a communication range of around 1 meter. LED-to-
LED communication system [24], [25] have been known to
achieve a data rate of 800bps with an operating distance of

2 meters. More recently, OpenVLC1.0 was proposed as a
low-cost embedded VLC platform [32], [30]. Heydariaan et
al. investigated its performance under various experimental
settings [16] and found that the system achieves a maximum
data rate of 12kbps. These platforms do not provide data rate
for IoT devices comparable to Bluetooth or low power wire-
less, making visible light communication far less appealing
as a medium used in room-area networking. ModBulb [15]
took the VLC performance one step further using a FPGA-
based control. Their system can generate 1mbps base band
signal, however their work’s focus is on the transmitter side
and hence it is unclear what a low-cost receiver design would
look like for such a system. Although FPGA can be low-
cost, it does require at least modest complexity hardware de-
sign compared to providing mostly software-based solution
by fully utilizing resources on low-cost and popular IoT plat-
forms such as Raspberry Pi and Beaglebone. In our work, we
address both transmitter and receiver design to build a com-
plete end-to-end system. Our transmitter routinely achieves
more than 1 Mbps but the receiver becomes the performance
bottleneck. Most Recently, Philips Lighting Research pro-
posed a two way communication using one single RGBW
LED in [20] and [21]. Their prototype can transmit and re-
ceive light signals in parallel using only one LED rather then
photodetectors and achieve several kbps data rate at a dis-
tance of tens of centimeters. Yin et al. in [36] proposed an
adaptive ambient light cancellation VLC platform robust to
dynamic ambient light. The operating distance for the plat-
form is also limited to tens of centimeters. In this work, Pur-
ple VLC can achieve in the order of hundred of kbps data
rate at a distance up to 6 meters.
Multi-processor architecture. Researchers have utilized
I/O offloading in multi-processor architecture. Zhai et al. in
[37] identified the problem that various I/O devices can slow
down the system performance and they reduced the overhead
significantly by offloading I/O performance to a slower pro-
cessor while keeping the main processor running normal OS
scheduling tasks. Islam et al. presented a system with multi-
processor architecture that can offload the audio data sam-
pling from main processor to a weak processor [26]. Inspired
by these work, we offload VLC related TX/RX IO tasks to
the PRU on the Beaglebone platform and achieve the same
speedup benefits that were realized in other domains. Thus,
our work show that the offloading architecture is useful for
VLC design and should be considered in future platform de-
signs.
Light-based sensing and communication system:. Light
based sensing applications are active research areas in the
past few years, especially using light for indoor localization.
Yang et al. proposed an indoor positioning system using po-
larized visible light [35]. Their system has a data rate of
50bps data rate which is enough to send location beacons to
the camera. LiTell et al. in [38] introduced a visible light
based localization system that can sense the unique oscil-
lating frequency for fluorescent light in buildings by using
a portable light sensing dongle with TIAs (Transimpedance
Amplifier) and Picoscope. Varshney et al. in [28] intro-
duced a new visible light sensing system that utilized solar
panel as the light receiver to achieve ultra low power sens-



Table 1. Performance for state-of-the-art embedded VLC.

System Dietz et al. [13] Schmid et al. [24] Klaver et al.[19] Wang et al. [31] Hewage et al. [15] Li et al. [21] Our Work
Data Rate 250 bps 800 bps 1 kbps 16 kbps 1 mbps 1-10 kbps 100 kbps
Distance ˜10cm ˜2m ˜1m ˜5m NA ˜20cm 6m
Multi-hop No No Yes No No No Yes
Full-Duplex No No No No No No Yes
Parallel Channels No No No No No No Yes
Implementation MCU MCU MCU ARM FPGA+MCU MCU ARM + PRU
Antenna LED-to-LED LED-to-LED LED-to-PD LED-to-LED/PD LED-to-PD RGB-to-RGB RGB/LED-to-LED/PD

ing. They leveraged radio backscattering for the communi-
cation part. This adds system complexity since it involves
both light sensing and backscatter platforms. However, the
proposed design in our system focus on simple and dedicated
light communication performance.

3 Limitations of Existing VLC Platforms
We first give an overview of state-of-the-art embedded

VLC platforms and the tradeoffs they make in their design.
Table 1 summarize current embedded VLC platforms and
compares them based on system performance, networking
architecture and system flexibility. Among all these plat-
forms, OpenVLC1.0 demonstrated the highest performance
with a data rate of 16 kbps and a communication distance up
to 5 meters using LED-to-PD antenna pair. To achieve that
performance, it used a 1W LED-array as the transmitter and a
relatively expensive photodiode with on-chip amplifier. The
Purple platform has a 6-7x performance gain with similar
electronic parts, but the transmitting LEDs consumes much
less power. Another important aspect for embedded VLC
networking is support for multi-hop communication. Shine
is the first platform that supports this feature and demon-
strated potential for future embedded VLC networking but
it is limited to half-duplex multi-hop. Our design of Pur-
ple achieves multi-channel and full duplex networking and
consequently high data rates. We next discuss the main per-
formance and flexibility bottlenecks of state-of-the-art VLC
platforms.

3.1 Limited Clock Rate on Microcontroller-
based VLC

Microcontroller-based VLC such as Arduino-based VLC
system has up to 1kbps data rate [24]. The same group also
designed a SoC-based Linux bulb that can achieve less than
1kbps data rate in [23]. The bottleneck for their design is
due to the limited GPIO toggling frequency since the Micro-
controller clock runs at 8-64 MHz. Supporting higher data
rates will require faster GPIO toggling. The other issue for
Microcontroller-based VLC is due to the limited GPIO pins
and ability to control them concurrently to support concur-
rent VLC channels. Limited performance for Shine plat-
form [19] was mainly due to the controller selection. As a
result, on those platforms with a single MCU, the system
cannot both transmit and receive at the same time and be
limited to half-duplex communication. A full-duplex feature
would not only increase point-to-point data rate but also min-
imize forwarding latency in a multi-hop setting.

3.2 Kernel Overhead with I/O scheduling
Platforms such as OpenVLC [32] are built on top of more

resourceful single-board computer platforms such as Beagle-
bone which can run Linux. OpenVLC implements a full
VLC PHY/MAC layer as a kernel module. Implementing
VLC RX/TX IO as part of kernel module can potentially
make the software largely portable to other platforms that
run Linux but the flexibility comes at a significant perfor-
mance penalty because the kernel handled busy GPIO tog-
gling tasks. In addition, because of that approach, to main-
tain a low CPU utilization, we need to also limit the tog-
gling rate. As a result, their platform caps the ADC sam-
pling rate used in reception: 75 kilo samples per second with
3.0v power supply and 200 kilo samples per second with 5.0v
power supply. Offloading the RX/TX related IO tasks to an-
other processing unit (PRU in case of Beaglebone) would
free the processor from the overhead while achieving much
faster IO performance leading to higher VLC data rate.
3.3 FPGA-based Transmission and USRP-

based Reception
FPGA has been used to achieve faster IO, for example

in modBulb [15]. USRP could also achieve similarly high
performance [27]. These approaches can easily generate
toggling rate in the MHz range but they introduce system
complexity and cost. Our work is motivated by the obser-
vation that the low-cost single-board IoT platforms already
have resources (e.g., the additional processors called PRUs in
Beaglebone) which can be utilized to achieve similar perfor-
mance but without additional hardware or cost. Beaglebone-
based VLC system can generate toggles at more than MHz
without adding any USRP or FPGA hardware to the platform
and the associated complexities.
4 System Design

Our design of Purple , a new embedded VLC platform,
can achieve high data rate without using FPGA or USRP
while allowing low-power platforms to keep their CPU uti-
lization low. The platform integrates RX/TX I/O offload-
ing with the capability to change the number of LEDs for
communication performance objectives, multiple concurrent
communication channels and full-duplexing to achieve high
data rates. Next we describe the design of Purple .
4.1 Transceiver Architecture

Fig. 1 shows the transceiver architecture. The transceiver
architecture consists of TX (transmitter) and RX (receiver)
modules. The transceiver supports LED to LED commu-
nication or LED to photodiode communication. It can use
single color LED or RGB LED as the transmitter. Fig. 2
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Figure 2. The Purple board showing four TX LEDs
plugged in and two elements plugged in for RX chain.

shows the implementation of our design. We have populated
four sockets (each with 2 pin header) for transmitter on the
printed circuit board (PCB) so that users can use multiple
or different types of LEDs and enable different combination
of them depending on their communication objectives. Thus
the platform can support multi-transmitter VLC with up to 4
LEDs. We also populated two sockets for the receiver. The
users can insert either photodiode or LED as the reception
antenna. Rest of the components and the software is de-
signed so that the board can use any combination of LED
or Photodiode from any socket. Concurrent channels can be
established with this board since the TIA and the ADC can
support 2-channel data acquisition simultaneously.
4.1.1 I/O offloading

Fundamentally, VLC transmitter requires toggling or con-
trolling the LEDs to encode the bits using different coding
schemes. Previous approaches used a kernel based driver to
control the IO [32] and thus could not achieve high data rates
due to lower GPIO toggling rates: first high rates are difficult
to achieve with that approach and second the rates had to be
kept lower than what is possible so as to keep the CPU uti-
lization low. In our design of Purple , we offload the control
of IO operations from the main processor to the PRU, which
is an auxiliary processor on the Beaglebone platform. Our
use of the Programmable Real-Time Unit (PRU) to toggle
GPIOs to encode the bits frees up the main CPU from this
responsibility while achieving a high frequency and flexible
GPIO control [14], [17]. Reports indicate PRU-based GPIO
toggling is ˜40 times faster than CPU (main processor) based

GPIO toggling [10], [1]. CPU will have longer processing
delay over GPIO toggling compared to PRU since it needs
to run OS and manage all the available onboard resources.
Thus, I/O offloading from CPU to PRU can provide the sys-
tem the flexibility on resource management while offloading
the timing critical tasks related to VLC RX/TX to a specific
coprocessor that can handle the transmission or reception in
a fast and reliable manner. Further the software architecture
is portable and runs on the BeagleBone board [5] with a stan-
dard Debian image.

PRU is a coprocessor with a 200 MHz clock frequency.
Its deterministic characteristic can be utilized for real-time
tasks and time critical responses. Considering this feature,
PRU is an ideal processor to run RX/TX software for em-
bedded VLC and achieve high performance. Fig. 4(a) shows
Purple generating approximately 1 MHz signal to blink the
LEDs in the transceiver without using additional hardware
such as FPGA or USRPs. Speeds higher than 1 MHz can
also be achieved but may degrade in performance due to
high speed signal issues, not due to processing bottlenecks.
One MHz toggling has been reported in VLC literature [15]
and it requires FPGA but Purple does not add new hardware,
simply utilizes the resources readily available in Beaglebone
platform. Thus one of our contributions is to educate the
community about this under-utilized resource that could dra-
matically improve the performance of the IoT platforms they
are building.
4.1.2 Using Different Number of LEDs for Transmis-

sion Depending on Performance Objectives
Depending on the goals, the system has to control those

LEDs concurrently or independently, both modes supported
by Purple . We next describe the design issues and tradeoffs
to support those two modes of multi-LED control.

The capability to change the number of LEDs in the VLC
transmitter enables Purple to support different scenarios and
performance objectives. If the VLC transmitter uses more
LEDs, generally more light is generated. Then the photode-
tectors can detect more light, making the system perform bet-
ter compared to single LED approach, especially for longer
distances. More LEDs can achieve a larger field of view
(FoV) increasing deployment flexibility: the photodetector
does not need to be aligned with the transmitter in a precise
manner. Using more LEDs also consumes more energy com-
pared to using a single LED. On the other hand, using fewer
LEDs will decrease the amount of light and also decrease
the FoV. Thus, Purple ’s ability to support different number
of LEDs is essential in a flexible VLC platform because dif-
ferent scenarios have different constraints and objectives.

Fig. 3 shows the circuit for controlling one LED. For off-
the-shelf 5 mm LED, the driving current is approximately
20mA. Purple has four copies of such circuit. Further, each
LED driver circuit can be enabled and controlled indepen-
dently. Controlling such a large number of GPIOs and hence
LEDs independently at high speed using a single core ar-
chitecture of the previous systems from the literature is not
possible and hence requires the IO offloading technique we
explore in this work.

LED Synchronization Issues: If we use multiple LEDs
to simply extend the range and improve the reliability, we



Figure 3. GPIO controlled LED. We duplicate the driver
circuit to drive 4 LEDs with the GPIOs on board.

need to make sure that all the LEDs are controlled syn-
chronously, i.e., all the LEDs are turned on and off at exactly
the same time to transmit the encoded information. If ex-
tending the range and improving the reliability was the only
goal for using multiple LEDs, we would simply hard wire
multiple LEDs on the board or use enable/disable switch on
the circuit for each LED and still control them from a single
GPIO. That way all the LEDs are precisely synchronously
controlled. In our case, we also want to be able to control the
LEDs independently (to support concurrent channels) thus
hard wiring or just enable/disable approach is not adequate
as each LED requires independent GPIO control. Thus there
is a need to synchronize GPIO toggling for data transmission
using multiple LEDs. In our design, PRU can control mul-
tiple GPIOs in concurrent manner. In order to evaluate the
performance of the GPIO toggling. PRU allows us to con-
trol the GPIOs independently using an IO register (32-bits)
within one clock cycle. Thus rather than control one pin at a
time, we can control a larger number of pins within a clock
cycle. We can generate various toggling speed for the LEDs
by modifying the waiting period. We use an oscilloscope to
measure the generated clock signal while toggling the LEDs
with the driving circuit shown in Fig. 3. The oscilloscope can
sample 4 channels at 250 MHz concurrently. Fig. 4 shows
the waveform at various toggling frequency. We find that the
signals across the GPIO channels are synchronized due to
the precise control from the PRUs. At 1 MHz, the four chan-
nels has a minimum offset of 0.5 ns and a maximum offset
of 1.5 ns; and at 16.7 MHz, we observe the same minimum
offset and maximum offset. Although the resolution of this
instrumentation is 5ns, we used manual cursor on the oscil-
loscope to measure these sub-5ns offsets. These offsets are
mainly due to the imprecise response time of the LEDs we
used in our experiment. Typically, these LEDs can respond
to toggling within 2 ns. However, at 16.7 MHz, waveform
becomes distorted, making it more challenging to represent
symbols using simple encoding schemes. Purple uses a sym-
bol rate of 100 kHz, thus the 0.5-1.5ns offset is negligible
at this rate. With the resolutions of less than 5ns synchro-
nization across the pins, Purple is able to generate a stable
symbol rate at 1 MHz for multiple LEDs. This level of syn-
chronization would be difficult to achieve from on-CPU ap-
proach, with low utilization, using a Linux driver as in the
previous platforms. In addition, users can decide the num-
ber of GPIOs to be controlled by the coprocessor and how to
control them. For example, the user can configure 3 LEDs
to provide illumination (The LED is always turned on) and
one LED is used to provide communication. Thus, using co-
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Figure 4. 1 MHz and 16.7 MHz signals captured by the
oscilloscope on the four pins with current driving circuit.
16.7 MHz signals are significantly distorted making them
unsuitable for VLC transmission. 1 MHz signals are
clean and tightly synchronized demonstrating the level
of control needed for independent and synchronous op-
eration.
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Figure 5. The links will be isolated due to the use of po-
larizers such that data can be send concurrently without
interfering with each other.

processors such as PRUs not only enable us to control multi-
ple LEDs when they need to transmit synchronously but also
enable flexible design without the use of hardware thought
to be needed for such precise and synchronous control (e.g.,
FPGAs or USRPs).

Transmission Power Control: Increasing the transmit
power generally extends the range or improves reliability.
Using the Purple ’s capability to synchronously toggle the
LEDs and select the number of LEDs, the user can change
the effective VLC transmit power. The other way to pro-
vide transmit power control capability would have been us-
ing LEDs that emit the amount of light that is highly respon-
sive to the current provided but that would have required
building circuit that can provide variable current and more
complex software. Hence we opt for the simple approach
that just changes the number of LEDs to provide the capabil-
ity to adjust transmit power control.
4.1.3 Isolating Concurrent Channels

Now we describe how we achieve concurrent channels in
embedded VLC. We present the overview of the concurrent
design in Fig. 10. It shows concurrent data flow from TX
to RX in two channels. For the software design, we con-
figure one node to run the transmission program, the other
node to run the reception program. We use two off-the-shelf



Figure 6. Polarizers in par-
allel orientation

Figure 7. Polarizers in or-
thogonal orientation

Figure 8. TX: vertical and
horizontal polarizers.

Figure 9. RX’s view of the
transmitter

photodiode to detect the light signals with a double channel
transimpedance amplifier (TIA). The amplified signal will
then be sampled using an ADC with simultaneous channel
sampling.

In RF based communication system, mutual interference
across the two channels is the main problem in concurrent
communication in the same frequency. However, in our de-
sign, we use polarizers to cancel the mutual interference such
that each link can be independent. The principle of polar-
izer has been explained in [35]. The idea is to isolate the
two concurrent transmissions such that the receivers can re-
ceive the corresponding data on each link. Fig. 5 shows the
concept behind our approach. When the polarization angle
matches between the receiver and the transmitter there is ef-
fective VLC TX/RX communication (see Fig. 6) otherwise
not enough light passes through to the receiver resulting in
poor communication. (see Fig. 7). Marus’ law tells us how
much light passes through for different angles:

I = I0cos2
θ (1)

I represents the light intensity after the two polarizers. I0 is
the light intensity between the two polarizers. Marus’s law
applies if these two polarizers form an angle θ. For example,
θ = 0 in Fig. 6, θ = 90◦ in Fig. 7.

Fig. 8 shows how we implement the design in practical
systems. We create a cylindrical LED housing/case with po-
larizers on the front and insert the LED inside this housing.
Thus the light emitted by the LED has to go through the po-
larizer in the front. Further the housing can be physically
rotated to achieve the desired angle of polarization. Thus,
light from two LEDs will be two light beams with different
polarization. The receivers LED or PD also have the cylin-
drical polarizer case on them. We turned on two LEDs in
one node. Fig. 9 represents the PD’s view after light pass-
ing through the polarizers. We observed only one LED illu-
minating from each photodiode demonstrating isolation be-
tween the two concurrent channels.

4.2 Full-Duplex VLC
Existing embedded VLC platform are either simplex or

half-duplex, i.e., they can only transmit or receive at a time
even though they support bi-directional communication. In
a single MCU-based design, half-duplex communication is
naturally supported: the MCU can run the transmit logic or
receive logic at a time. However, in single board computer
based design, such as OpenVLC1.0, there are sufficient on-
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Figure 10. System architecture to enable concurrent
communication.

board resources to provide full-duplex communication. This
can potentially increase communication throughput and re-
duce latency. Full duplex communication has been explored
in RF communication for decades. The problem for RF full
duplex is self-interference, which means, the TX will inter-
fere with RX on the same node. In RF domain, complex
cancellation circuit is needed to cancel self-interference, par-
ticularly in the omnidirectional RF work.

Light transmitted by LEDs is directional and hence selec-
tion of LEDs, careful placement and orientation of the trans-
mitting elements is sufficient to prevent self-interference at
the physical layer. However, one also needs an appropriate
hardware and software architecture to allow concurrent exe-
cution of transmission and reception logic and IO operation.
Thus, we need two capabilities in full-duplex VLC platform:
(1) prevention of self interference and (2) concurrent TX and
RX processing elements. Purple provides both capabilities
by utilizing resources available on Beaglebone.

In Purple architecture (Fig. 10), two PRUs(coprocessor)
can operate independently supporting both transmission and
reception at the same time. We configure the platform to
connect one LED to PRU as the TX and one PD as the RX.
The onboard TX and RX operate in parallel to achieve full
duplex point-to-point communication.
Self-interference in full-duplex VLC. We now study the
level of self-interference that can occur depending on the
way we place the LEDs on the VLC board. More specif-
ically, we run experiments to determine the level of self-
interference as a function of antenna distance on the board.
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Fig. 11 show the configurations we use for the antenna dis-
tance. We keep LED and PD at 5mm, 15mm, and 25mm.
The LED is highly directional, so we place LED and PD
with transmitting and receiving beam angle of 180◦ at each
distance. We configure the LED to send continuous periodic
signals and observe the received signal from the PD using an
oscilloscope with passive sampling. We run the experiment
in a lab environment where the ambient light is always on.
We expect the received signal to be constant as we assume
the PD is only detecting the ambient light intensity.

We observed the received signal had minimum interfer-
ence from LED when the antenna distance is 25mm as shown
in Fig. 12. We find that this level of interference has negligi-
ble impact on full-duplex VLC communication. With 5mm
distance between the LED and PD, there was a strong inter-
ference from the LED to the PD as shown in Fig. 14. When
LED and PD are side by side at a distance of 5mm, the-
oretically, the PD should not receive any signal from LED
since it is out of LED’s FoV. However, the directional LED
we are using also emit photons outside of its FoV. The im-
perfect manufacturing process might cause its unpredictable
FoV. For the antenna distance of 15mm, the received signal
has weaker interference from the LED (Fig. 13) compared to
5mm. For each distance, we also slightly rotated the PD to
form a different beam angle between LED and PD ranging
from 150◦ to 180◦. The rotating result for each antenna dis-
tance is similar, but the pattern is the same. The interference
from LED becomes weaker at larger antenna distance. The
evaluation section will present detailed results.

Table 2. Data Transmission Frame Format

Preamble SYNC SFD Data EFD
0xAAAAAA 0xD5 0x02 N bytes 0x03

4.3 Encoding and Decoding
4.3.1 Transmission

Our transmission mechanism consists of two main parts:
(1) framing and (2) modulation. Similar to any other asyn-
chronous communication system, we need a frame format
for data transmission to ensure that the receiver is able to de-
tect and receive the packet. We use the frame format shown
in Table 2. By including a preamble, we make sure that the
receiver is able to adapt its threshold to distinguish between
0 and 1 symbols. To further improve the reception, pream-
ble can be sent continuously when no data is available to
send. Start of frame delimiter (SFD) indicates where the re-
ceiver should start reading the packet. End of frame delimiter
(EFD) indicates that the packet has ended and is a constant
and weak form of error checking compared to Cyclic Redun-
dancy Check (CRC).

We modulate every byte with on-off keying (OOK) mod-
ulation with Manchester coding. Symbol sequence of 10 rep-
resents bit 0 and symbol sequence of 01 represents bit 1. Fur-
ther to keep LED in light emitting state, we add a 0 start bit
(10 symbol) and a 1 end bit (01 symbol) to each byte. A
delay is added between transmission of each symbol which
defines the symbol duration and consequently the data rate.

For a dual link communication the transmitter sends pack-
ets in two channels at the same time, with a delay of 1 in-
struction cycle (5 ns) for the second packet. Our implemen-
tation runs on the PRU and is based on a polling-base ap-
proach instead of interrupt-based approach.
4.3.2 Reception

The decoding process is specific to the encoding schedule
used in our design. We need to first extract the raw samples
from the ADC. After that, we run the decoding algorithm to
recover the packets.
Bit Detection. Our decoding algorithm is based on
sampling-based Manchester decoding [3]. We identify the
rising and falling edges as bit 1 and bit 0 using an adaptive
thresholding from preamble symbols. We first decode the
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Figure 16. Raw data collected from onboard ADC.

Table 3. Propagation Delay Characterization

System Module PRU LED PD TIA ADC PRU
Modulation Demodulation

Propagation Delay 20µs 5ns 5ns 10µs 2µs 20 µs

raw samples into bit sequence. Then we use the predefined
preamble to synchronize the packet to find the starting bit.
Fig. 16 shows the general reception process. The top subfig-
ure plots the reception of 10 packets. The middle subfigure
shows the zoomed in version for one packets. The bottom
subfigure presents details of the symbols for one packet.

4.3.3 Communication Latency Analysis
We characterize the communication latency in our system

from TX to RX by taking into account delays in different
modules in the design. Fig. 1 shows the data flow from TX
to RX based on half-duplex’s setting . We send information
from Linux Userspace to PRU through a character device.
PRU receives the information and runs the encoding algo-
rithm by toggling LEDs in a deterministic manner. Let’s take
an example of a symbol rate of 100 kHz. It takes one clock
cycle (5ns) to change the LED status, it takes 10 µs to trans-
mit one symbol. We need two symbols to represent one bit.
Thus we need 20 µs to transmit one bit. Meanwhile, LED
takes 2ns as a response for changing its status. Thus the pro-
cessing delay on PRU modulation for one bit takes about 20
µ. On RX side, the symbols will be detected by the photo-
diode first, the response time for the photodiode takes 5ns
[7]. The TIA will then amplify the detected symbols. The
bandwidth of the transimpedance amplifier determines the
upper bound of the transmission speed. In our design, we
select a 2MHz bandwidth operational amplifier[8] which is
adequate for the symbol rate we consider in our work. Once
the signal is amplified by the TIA, it goes into ADC to be
converted into digital samples. Based on the observation, we
select ADS7783 as the ADC for our circuit since it has a
sampling rate of 3 msps and previous approach has used the
chip to sample signals with 1 msps using PRU [22] Thus, we
suggest the symbol/clock rate should not be larger than 100
kHz. We summarize the delay at each module in table 3.

5 Evaluation
Now we describe various aspects of the system perfor-

mance.

Node A Node B 

Figure 17. Experimental Setup

5.1 System Implementation
We connect Purple board to BeagleBone Black (BBB),

which is a single-board computer, in order to assemble the
full transceiver system. We implemented the firmware run-
ning on the PRU to send and receive packets. We load the
firmware into the PRU core using Remoteproc framework on
top of Debian Linux running on BBB. We use PRUDAQ, a
high-speed ADC sampling board [6] to passively collect data
from Purple board for performance analysis. Fig. 17 presents
our experiment setup for the system evaluation. We use an
assistant tool to set up the platform for experimentation. We
implement the firmware running on PRU and make the data
communication controllable in the embedded Linux environ-
ment running on the BBB. We then dump the data into a file
for offline analysis. We evaluate the system in both office
room and corridor with constant ambient light.
5.2 Metrics

We use the following three metrics to evaluate the system
performance with the experimental data gathered from our
testbeds.

Packet Loss Ratio: This metric (PLR) represents the fail-
ure rate for the link layer packets transmitted to the receiver.
We use this metric to assess the quality of established visible
light links.

Bit Error Rate: This metric (BER) represent the failure
rate for the bits transmitted through the physical layer. It is
used to evaluate the channel quality in the physical layer.

Effective Throughput: This metric represents the
amount of the successfully received bits per second. We use
it to quantify the PHY layer performance as this is a widely
used experiment metric in previous studies [11, 34]. It is
usually utilized as a metric at the level of the transport layer
of the TCP/IP network model. However we use effective
throughput to quantify the correctly received bits in the de-
tected packets.
5.3 Single Link Throughput

We evaluate the performance using different number of
LEDs on our platform for single link scenario.

Experimental Setup: We configure TX and RX to oper-
ate with the symbol rate of 100kHz. We first place TX and
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Figure 18. Throughput under vari-
ous distances with different number of
LEDs.
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nication Range using a symbol rate of
100kHz.
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Figure 20. Packet Loss Rate vs Com-
munication Range using a symbol rate
of 100kHz.

RX nodes at a distance of 2.5 meters and run the experiment
with 100 packets. Each packet consists of 1000 bytes. Then
we increase the distance at 0.5 meter steps and repeat the ex-
periment. At each distance, we repeat the experiment with
different number of LEDs.

Result: Fig. 18 shows the communication performance
using different number of LEDs. It is clear from the figure
that more LEDs result in higher throughput under the same
distance. With larger number of LEDs the generated illu-
minance is higher, thus more light signals can be detected
by the photodetector, leading to a higher SNR. This obser-
vation indicates that adaptive transmission power is feasible
using our system. Meanwhile, It is shown in Fig. 20 that
we can achieve 99% reliability (PRR) when we are using 4
LEDs in our system with all distances up to 6 meters. For
3 LEDs, the reliability starts to drop at 5 meters. These can
be verified through bit error rate in Fig. 19. The BER for our
system with 4 LEDs is close to 0, while the BER with 1 LED
is 100% with the communication range of 6 meters.

Fig. 19 shows that the system can have a working dis-
tance up to 6 meters with less than 1% BER. This is suffi-
cient to validate the effective throughput is valid for indoor
scenarios, especially for room area wireless communication.
Meanwhile, it also suggests that the design can be scalable
for the transmitter since more LEDs can be added to cur-
rent design to increase the communication distance. It also
suggests that multiple LEDs controlled by a cheap single-
board computer are deployable immediately to replace cur-
rent home light bulbs for both communication and illumina-
tion purpose. Our design can be tuned to contain both PDs
and LEDs in a single package as the front-end, like the flash-
light, making it a feasible solution to design smart bulbs that
can send and receive data at the same time.

Fig. 20 shows the link quality for multiple transmitter
evaluation. The packet loss ratio is less than 4% with a dis-
tance up to 6 meters. This is far better than state-of-the-
art OpenVLC link quality demonstrated in [16], where the
packet loss rate goes beyond 20% within 2 meters. With
the achieved performance, it is now feasible to achieve room
area networking. This demonstrates a highly reliable visible
light link for data communication at a symbol rate of 100
kHz. This level of reliability at this symbol rate has not been

Table 4. Throughput and BER with different number of
links.

Metrics Single Link Dual Link
Throughput (kbps) 49 95

BER 0.001 0.025
Packet Loss Ratio 0.0135 0.025

reported in embedded VLC literature so far. The link quality
for embedded visible light communication can be as reliable
as possible in a static scenario where both TX and RX does
not require mobility.

5.4 Concurrent Communication Performance
Now we study the communication performance when we

use two concurrent channels.
Experimental Setup: We configure the transmitter to

transmit packets on two links concurrently. The packets
transmitted on each link are different. We use the polariz-
ing setup described earlier (LED housing with polarizer at
one end of the cylinder) to isolate the two channels. We then
rotate the polarizing case so the two channels have oppo-
site polarization (90 degrees). We place the two transmitters
side-by-side (Fig. 8). We place TX and RX one meter apart
and run the experiment with 100 packets for each link at a
symbol rate of 100 kHz for each link. The system support
simultaneous ADC sampling from different channels which
enables us to dump the data from these two links simulta-
neously. We repeat the experiment with the same setup for
single link to perform the performance comparison. The mu-
tual interference between these two links can be canceled us-
ing the polarizers with crossed orientation. So we expect the
effective throughput for concurrent channels to be twice the
throughput for single link. Bit Error Rate for dual link and
single link should be similar.

Result: Table 4 presents the system performance over
different number of links. It shows that concurrent commu-
nication can achieve nearly twice the throughput of the single
link indicating the effectiveness of the polarizer setup to iso-
late the channels. The BER for dual link is comparatively
higher than with single link likely due to imperfect polarizer



and some cross-talk light that escapes the LED case we de-
signed. Thus, the link layer for concurrent transmission has
a higher packet loss ratio compared to single link. However,
the overall link reliability for concurrent communication is
97.5%, which still validates that our design is efficient to
cancel the mutual interference for concurrent communica-
tion. We also tried other approaches to cancel mutual inter-
ference and construct concurrent channels. For example, we
used the red and blue LEDs as the dual link concurrent trans-
mitter and the red and blue LEDs as the dual link concurrent
LED receiver. Since the red and blue LEDs have different
operating light spectrum, we expect them to be interference-
free. But the transmitted signals can not be recognized by
the proposed receiver design at this point. This validated
that low cost indicator-type LED does not have the perfect
matching in terms of responses to light bands. For example,
we can receive blue light signals using red LED as the re-
ceiver, but we can’t receive red light signals using blue LED
receiver.
5.5 Full-duplex Throughput

Experimental Setup: In this section, we evaluate the full-
duplex communication capability of Purple . We focus on
the aggregate throughput gain compared to half-duplex sys-
tem. We configure two nodes to transmit and receive packets
simultaneously. We also ensure the packet transmission for
the two nodes is overlapping. There will be two active flows
at one time compared to half duplex. We run our experiment
in a lab environment with normal lighting conditions. We
configure the distance between the two node as 2.5 meters.
We use aggregate effective throughput introduced in [12] as
the metric here to evaluate the performance. For half duplex,
we calculate the aggregate effective throughput by averaging
the two single directional links. For full duplex, we calculate
the aggregate effective throughput by adding the throughput
for each direction when both links are active. Like evaluat-
ing full duplex in RF scenario [33], we ask ourself whether
full duplex in visible light communication can double the
throughput.

Result: We configure various distance between LED and
PD to observe the impact on the visible light link reliability
for both full duplex and half duplex. The result is shown in
Fig. 21.

For half-duplex, the photodiode will receive the light sig-
nals transmitted from the other node, roughly at 50 kbps.
This suggest the aggregate throughput with half-duplex de-
sign will not be affected by the distance between the LED
and PD on the same board. However, it is interesting to see
the aggregate throughput for full duplex design. In Fig. 21,
the aggregate throughput is 0kbps when the LED and PD
was placed 5mm. The onboard ADC will only accept the
voltage between 0-2v. At this distance, the PD received
too much light signals causing the amplified signal larger
than the threshold the ADC can detect. The offline process-
ing script will not detect any signals, causing the aggregate
throughput to be 0. At 25mm, there is minimal interference
on PD from the LED. At 15mm, the received signal for the
photodiode will be including both the signal from the other
transmitting LED and the onboard transmitting LED. As we
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Figure 21. Aggregate throughput over various antenna
distance.

Table 5. Power consumption for one laser diode and one
LED.

Current (mA) Voltage (V) Power (mW) Cost ($)
Laser Diode 25 2.5 6.25 5.96

LED 21 2.9 6.19 0.44

can see from Fig. 21, the aggregate throughput is 16kbps.
The link is highly unreliable since most packet were dropped
during the communication. We found that in average 92%
and 62% packet loss ratio are for the two active links. We
suggest board designers to place the LED and PD at least 25
mm apart to achieve the best full duplex performance in em-
bedded visible light communication. We can further demon-
strate quadruple performance boost with current design since
we can configure the platform to enable full duplex for dual
link communication. Then the potential gain can be 4 times
over half duplex.
5.6 Comparison between Low Cost LED and

Laser Diode
Next we study the VLC communication performance with

low-power laser diodes vs one or multiple LEDs. Our plat-
form also support off-the-shelf low power laser diode, such
as 5mW or 1mW laser diode. We know the laser diode is
energy efficient and more reliable with focused light beams,
longer communication range compared to one single LED.
Here is a table summarizing the power consumption between
one LED and one laser diode when they are turned on. We
configure Purple to use four LEDs and ran the experiment
in a long corridor in an academic building. We repeat the
experiment with low-power laser diode. Fig. 22 show the
throughput between 4 meters and 30 meters for laser diode
and 4 LEDs. It is expected that laser diode maintains the
same reliability and effective throughput in all distances be-
tween 4 meters and 30 meters. However, the throughput
drops significantly from 6 meters to 8 meters using 4 LEDs.
In order to understand the impact from the light intensity re-
ceived by the photodiode, we ran another experiment to col-
lect the LUX value at these distances using a light sensor
called TSL2561. We plot the LUX value in Fig. 23. It shows
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light intensity emitted from laser diode is higher compared
to LEDs in shorter distance, such as 4 meters. It then goes
down as distance increases. Light emitted from LEDs is less
focused, leading to the receiver registering constant light in-
tensity due to the ambient light in the corridor. The laser
diode has a safety classification of IIIa, which is the same
classification used in laser pointers for presentation purpose.
It is safe, but it still requires careful handling[2]. Thus, we
demonstrate the possibility of further increasing the perfor-
mance of low-cost embedded VLC using low-power laser
diodes while still remaining within the energy budget. These
diodes require more careful handling than standard LEDs but
are feasible to use in indoor spaces with people and useful to
have as option to allow performance, power, and deployment
constraint tradeoff for different applications.
5.7 Maximum Symbol Rate

We now study Purple’s performance bottleneck, particu-
larly the stability of reception at high symbol rate. Symbol
rate represents the clock rate used in our communication sys-
tem. Since we are using OOK with Manchester coding, the
bit rate for our system is half the symbol rate.

Experimental Setup: We configure TX and RX to be
within a distance of 5 meters, We configure the TX to trans-
mit packets at a symbol rate of 50kHz and then repeat the
experiment for a symbol rate of 100kHz and 200kHz.
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Figure 24. Impacts of Symbol Rate on Reception.

Result: Fig. 24 plots the received signal (one packet) sam-
pled by the ADC when the system is configured using differ-
ent symbol rate. It shows that the detected high and low sym-
bols are stable (red line on the top subfigure) over a symbol
rate of 50 kHz. The detected high and low symbols become

Table 6. Standard Deviation for Local Peaks and Local
Valleys.

50 kHz 100 kHz 200 kHz
Std. for Peaks 0.758% 1.265% 2.104 %

Std. for Valleys 0.887% 1.561% 2.213 %

more fluctuated when the symbol rate goes higher. This is
due to the limitation of the TIA design. We selected a band-
width of 2.2MHz operational amplifier (two dollars each) to
serve as the TIA. The amplified signal will be distorted when
the symbol rate goes from 100kHz to 200kHz. For 200kHz,
the distortion is the worst. Thus it is extremely difficult to de-
tect the fluctuated signal. While for 100kHz, it is operating
as expected, which makes it an ideal symbol rate for long
range experiments regarding to the performance. This also
explains why the designed system performs well in terms of
various symbol rate in Fig. 25. Effective throughput is ex-
pected to be the maximum at symbol rate of 50 kHz and
100 kHz. However, it drops significantly for longer distance
with a symbol rate of 200 kHz. We quantify the standard
deviation of the local peaks and local valleys to show the
fluctuation in Table.6. It indicates that the amplified signal
with 200 kHz symbol rate is mostly unstable. We can further
improve current TIA design with high speed operational am-
plifier. However, that also brings the trade-off consideration
in terms of high speed circuit design and system complexity.

6 Discussion
Interacting with low-level interfaces and processing data

in a real-time manner is challenging when it comes to mul-
titasking. Researchers and system designers have devel-
oped different techniques to maintain co-existence of time-
critical and non-time-critical tasks in a single-processor sys-
tem. A common technique is to offload I/O and data transfer
tasks from the main processor to specially designed inter-
faces/processors so the tasks can be accomplished indepen-
dently. Low-level digital communication interfaces such as
I2C and SPI can be utilized to send bits to be transferred
by IO pins. DMA (Direct Memory Access) allows such in-
terfaces to access to main memory without involving main
processor in the actual data transfer. Further, in some sys-
tems there are co-processors (like PRU in AM335x) allows
a completely independent process to access the memory and
peripherals in real time, which is what we used in this paper.

In order to compare these two options, we have imple-
mented a version of the platform that uses DMA to drive the
pins that power the LEDs. We have found that this software
architecture to be more complex and less performant com-
pared to the PRU-based approach. The complexity comes
from having to switch between RX and TX even while using
DMA. On the receiver side, it is necessary for VLC system
to do error correction etc, so it is not efficient to copy all the
digital bits from LED directly to the memory using DMA.
DMA-based approach can be made to work: we can add
some hardware near the VLC frontend so the cleaned bits
can be directly copied to the memory using DMA. Although
DMA can move data efficiently, it can not handle any data
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Figure 25. Throughput under various distances with dif-
ferent symbol rates for 4 LEDs.

processing related tasks, such as modulation and demodu-
lation. On the other hand, using PRU-based approach, we
are able to provide such low-level processing before send-
ing the data to the main processor. Hence, it significantly
reduces CPU overhead to process the data. The platform ar-
chitecture with one main processor and a small number of
IO-processors is also general to other IoT platforms so the
work has the potential to be applicable on other platforms.
PRU provides both processing and data transfer functionali-
ties. On more traditional platforms without PRU, we may be
able to build Purple-like systems by combining MCUs (pro-
cessing) and DMA (data transfer).
7 Conclusion

We designed and implemented Purple VLC: a novel em-
bedded VLC platform that integrated I/O offloading, concur-
rent channels with polarized light and full-duplexing to sig-
nificantly improve the performance for low cost embedded
VLC platform. The results indicate that we can achieve an
aggregate throughput up to 100 kbps given an operating dis-
tance for up to 6 meters. Our design combines I/O offload-
ing, concurrent channels and full-duplexing to offer more
than 99% link reliability. We expect more reliable and use-
ful applications to be developed based on our platform. We
believe this can be the complimentary technology other than
RF for wireless connectivity in room area.
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